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Abstract—Good deployment of sensors empowers the network with effective monitoring ability. Different from omnidirectional

sensors, the coverage region of a directional sensor is determined by not only the sensing radius (distance), but also its sensing

orientation and spread angle. Heterogeneous sensing distances and spread angles are likely to exist among directional sensors,

to which we refer as heterogeneous directional sensors. In this paper, we target on a bounded monitoring area and deal with

heterogeneous directional sensors equipped with locomotion and rotation facilities to enable the sensors self-deployment. Two

Enhanced Deployment Algorithms, EDA-I and EDA-II, are proposed to achieve high sensing coverage ratio in the monitored field.

EDA-I leverages the concept of virtual forces (for sensors movements) and virtual boundary torques (for sensors rotations), whereas

EDA-II combines Voronoi diagram directed movements and boundary torques guided rotations. EDA-I computations can be centralized

or distributed that differ in required energy and execution time, whereas EDA-II only allows centralized calculations. Our EDA-II

outperforms EDA-I in centralized operations, while EDA-I can be adapted into a distributed deployment algorithm without requiring

global information and still achieves comparably good coverage performance to its centralized version. To the best of our knowledge,

this is perhaps the first work to employ movements followed by rotations for sensors self-deployment. Performance results

demonstrate that our enhanced deployment mechanisms are capable of providing desirable surveillance level, while consuming

moderate moving and rotating energy under reasonable execution time.

Index Terms—Directional sensors deployment, sensing coverage, virtual boundary torques, wireless sensor network

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

Awireless sensor network (WSN) is widely used for hab-
itat and environmental surveillance, medical applica-

tion (with the purpose of improving quality of health care),
agricultural assistance, and as solutions to military problems
[10], [16], [23], [24]. Wireless sensors generally come in two
sensing shapes: omnidirectional (disk-shaped) and direc-
tional (fan-shaped). As illustrated in Table 1, omnidirectional
sensors obey the circular sensing model, while directional
sensors have sector-like sensing behavior. An evident differ-
ence between the two types of sensors is that a directional
sensor is identified by both its location (position) and sensing
direction (orientation). Another difference in terms of sens-
ing coverage is that, the covered region of a directional sensor is
determined by not only the sensing radius, but also its sensing
spread angle. Consequently, an arbitrary directional sensor si
is generally represented by a 5-tuple (xi, yi, ri, ui, di), where
(xi, yi) denotes the coordinate (location) of si, ri expresses the
sensing radius, ui points out the viewing angle (sensing

orientation), and di indicates the sensing spread angle. In this
paper, the viewing angle ui is defined as the angle this sensor
is facing with respect to the horizontal line of y ¼ yi in coun-
terclockwise direction, where 0 � ui < 2p.

For a successful network surveillance (whether it is omni-
directional or directional WSN), providing sufficient sensing
coverage is essential. Manual placement of static sensors
involves manpower effort and lacks network self-healing
competence (when faulty sensors occur). Thanks to the avail-
ability ofmotion and rotation facilities, we consider smart sen-
sors with movable and rotatable capabilities to accomplish
self-deployment after an initial random placement of sensors.
Envision a public indoor place where valuable items/collec-
tions are kept, such as an exhibition hall (holding precious
pieces of artwork) inside a museum, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
During the daytime (opening hours), traditional closed-circuit
(static) television camerasmay be sufficient formonitoring the
area. However, during the nighttimewhen visitors are no lon-
ger allowed inside and only limited on-duty guards are avail-
able, a self-deployable mobile visual sensor network would
be useful for maintaining full surveillance of those exhibition
halls. Twomain benefits comewith the employment of a self-
deployable mobile visual sensor network. First, the mobile
visual sensors (cameras) are capable of self-deploying them-
selves without the effort of manual placements. This deploy-
ment flexibility facilitates the initial network configuration
and still ensures a high confidence in terms of achieved
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surveillance (coverage) level (ratio). Second, by developing
good self-deployment algorithms, mobile visual sensors
(cameras) can perform re-deployment dynamically in the face
of faulty sensors occurring. This automatic re-deployment
ability empowers the visual sensing system with greater sur-
veillance capacity for detecting intrusions (from outside) or
emergency events (from inside) than its traditional static sens-
ing counterpart. Fig. 1a displays an exhibition hall at night
when security guards are absent to patrol the areawithmobile
visual sensors initially scattered randomly across the region.
After performing some self-deployment algorithm, mobile
visual sensors reposition themselves and the surveillance cov-
erage has been effectively enhanced/improved, as shown in
Fig. 1b. Similar scenarios/applications can also be found in
other indoor bounded environments, such as factory spaces
(for keeping expensive equipment), shopping malls, business
offices (for storing confidential documents), school labs, etc.,
for safety and security concerns. Our goal is to develop good
sensors self-deployment algorithms to effectively enhance the
sensing coverage of the target environment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews several previous research efforts and summa-
rizes our unique contributions. In Section 3, we present the
environmental assumptions made in this work. Our EDA-I
and EDA-II deployment algorithms are elaborated in Sec-
tions 4 and 5, respectively. EDA-I computations can be cen-
tralized or distributed that differ in required energy and
execution time, whereas EDA-II only allows centralized cal-
culations. Section 6 presents the performance results, with
respect to obtained sensing coverage and total energy

consumed by physical sensors movements and rotations.
Our EDA-II outperforms EDA-I in centralized operations,
while EDA-I can be adapted into a distributed deployment
algorithm without requiring global information and still
achieves comparably good coverage performance to its cen-
tralized version. Finally, we draw our conclusion in
Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

A number of research efforts have explored the move-
ment-assisted sensors deployment techniques by utiliz-
ing mobile sensors to enhance the sensing coverage [26],
[31], [32], [38]. However, those works target on omnidi-
rectional sensors.

Due to the increasing popularity of surveillance camera
networks and video sensing applications1, several research
works on the coverage problem of directional sensor net-
works have recently emerged [8], [11], [21], [22], [28], [36],
[37]. Among those, [21] has been perceived as the first
work to study coverage problems in directional (video)
sensor networks. In [11], the authors introduce a distrib-
uted algorithm that schedules the sensing directions (orien-
tations) of active sensors to maximize the covered area.
Also studying the coverage problem for directional sensors
with tunable orientations, [8] proposes scheduling algo-
rithms to minimize the set of active sensors while maxi-
mizing the number of monitored targets. Taking another
perspective on the coverage problem, authors in [22] study
how many sensors N are needed to meet a given required
coverage probability p, in a directional sensor network
where sensors are uniformly distributed. In addition, given
fixed sensor population N , the problem of how sensing
radius r should be adjusted is also discussed. However,
the above works do not tackle the sensors deployment
problem directly. To address the deployment problem,
authors in [28], [36], [37] propose coverage-aware algo-
rithms for deploying directional sensors by rotating sen-
sors toward coverage holes. A more detailed survey on the
coverage issues for directional sensors can be found in
[13]. The aforementioned research works deal with homo-
geneous directional sensors in their approaches. Neverthe-
less, heterogeneity in sensing radius and spread (offset)

TABLE 1
Classification of Sensors Based on Circular (Omnidirectional) or Sector-Like (Directional) Sensing Shapes

Fig. 1. Illustration of an exhibition hall inside a museum at night, where
(a) shows the initial randomly-placed sensors and (b) displays the enha-
nced surveillance coverage achieved by self-deployment algorithms.

1. In this paper, we use standard directional camera sensors to pro-
vide quality surveillance images/pictures for our envisioned
applications.
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angle commonly exists among directional sensors.2 Thus
deployment algorithms that consider heterogeneous direc-
tional sensors are practically necessary, despite the design
challenges. Several research efforts in the area of multime-
dia sensor networks (MSNs) work with heterogeneous sen-
sors [29], [30], [34], [35]. The authors in [34] investigate
how many heterogeneous multimedia sensors are neces-
sary to ensure a certain type of monitoring service under a
hybrid of omnidirectional and directional sensing models,
while [35] studies the omnidirectional audio sensors
deployment problem to achieve k-class coverage for sens-
ing reliability. The above research directions differ from
our design goal targeted in this paper for achieving high
coverage ratio under a given number of heterogeneous
visual directional sensors. On the other hand, [29], [30] dis-
cuss the barrier coverage problem (detection/sensing abil-
ity crossing a barrier) for visual directional sensors. The
barrier coverage issue is also different from the area cover-
age problem studied in this paper.

By observing rotations alone cannot sufficiently improve
the coverage performance, two recent works have appeared
to leverage both sensors rotations and movements in their
designs [14], [27]. In [14], the authors introduce the term
“motility” as the rotational capability (adjustment of sensing
angles) of directional sensors, and propose a motility-
assisted mobility (MAM) deployment algorithm to enhance
the area coverage. The MAM approach exercises sensors
movements after sensors rotations in a cascaded manner.
Based on the info of uncovered region obtained from local
neighborhood, an attractive force map is constructed to
determine the working directions (sensing angles) of sen-
sors. Sensors movements are then performed (after rotations)
through a window-scanning process, which often nullifies
the previously calculated working directions and consumes
significant amount of computation time. In addition, the
MAMmechanism causes many sensors to travel long distan-
ces, thus consuming significant energy resource as well. In
[27], the authors introduce a distributed Voronoi-based self-
redeployment algorithm (DVSA), which guides sensors to
new locations and new sensing directions without global
information by utilizing the features of constructed Voronoi
polygons/cells. The proposed DVSA determines the target
position to be the vertex of the corresponding Voronoi cell
with the largest angle and the sensing direction to maximize
the intracell coverage. With only local geometrical info avail-
able, the coverage performance of DVSA is limited, espe-
cially when sensors are unevenly distributed with several
overlapped/concentrated sensing regions existing in the
monitoring environment. Although we are not the first to

propose deployment algorithms that mesh sensor rotations
with movements, to the best of our knowledge, we are per-
haps the first to employ movements followed by rotations
for sensors self-deployment. In other words, unlike [14] that
exercises rotations before movements, we propose that rota-
tions should be applied each time after proper movements have
been performed to further improve the sensing coverage.

In this paper, we do not intend to address the issue of
required number of sensors for achieving certain degree of
sensing coverage. Rather, given any number of sensors, we
investigate the heterogeneous directional sensors deployment prob-
lem by proposing algorithms to improve the coverage ratio
after a possibly random deployment of sensors. Tapping into
the movable and rotatable capabilities enabled by locomotion
and revolving facilities geared on sensors, we develop self-
deployment algorithms with the goal of achieving high
(desirable) coverage ratio in a boundedmonitoring area.

2.1 Our Contributions

Several unique contributions are made in this work. First, we
observe that rotating directional sensors at fixed positions is not
as effective as re-distributing them to adequate positions, in terms
of extending sensing coverage. Instead of merely revolving sen-
sors as in [28], [36], [37], our deployment approaches translo-
cate sensors with reasonable traveling distances.3 Rotations
are applied each time after propermovements have been per-
formed to further improve the sensing coverage. To the best
of our knowledge, this is perhaps the first work to employ
movements then rotations for sensors self-deployment. Sec-
ond, since heterogeneity of directional sensors includes both
the different sensing distances and varying spread angles,
simultaneously taking both parameters into account compli-
cates the protocol design. Therefore we propose to create vir-
tual omnidirectional sensors with circular sensing shape that
approximates the original sensing sector. Different combina-
tions of sensing distance and spread angle in directional sen-
sors now map to distinct values of sensing radius in the
created virtual omnidirectional sensors. In this way, we suc-
cessfully transform the two-parameter deployment function into a
single-parameter method. Then our deployment algorithms
operate on those virtual sensors and guide the actual direc-
tional sensors to self-deploy themselves accordingly. Third, a
novel concept of virtual boundary torques is introduced to assist in
sensors rotations. The basic idea of exercising virtual boundary
torques (VBT) is to keep sensors staying inside the monitor-
ing region and facing outward. Our deployment algorithms
leverage this concept and further enhance the coverage per-
formance, while pleasantly conserves total energy consump-
tion by preventing sensors from traveling far.

3 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS

In this paper, we focus on the deployment problem in a
bounded monitoring area, which can be generally approxi-
mated as a rectangular region. The boundaries do not refer to

2. To deploy visual directional sensors in the monitored environ-
ment, commodity (off-the-shelf) camera sensors are generally utilized
for surveillance purposes. Current camera technologies impose a cer-
tain range of working/viewing directions (sensing angles) based on the
type of focal lens used. Standard FOV (spread angle) typically ranges
from 45 to 60 degrees (as documented in [1, 2]). On the other hand,
sensing/viewing radius/distance is related to the type of used focal
lens and required/desired image resolution, so-called pixel-per-foot
(PPF). Detailed calculations of the standard viewing distances can be
found in [7]. Consequently, by conveniently mixing commodity camera
sensors in the monitored environment, sensors heterogeneity in sens-
ing/detection distance and spread angle (FOV) can be commonly
observed among standard camera sensors.

3. Here “reasonable” aims to reflect a nice feature that our deploy-
ment algorithms are capable of translocating sensors to effectively
improve the coverage ratio while preventing sensors from traveling far
away, thus consuming “moderate” energy resource compared to other
implemented deployment approaches. Detailed performance results to
demonstrate this feature can be found later in Section 6.
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physical walls that prohibit sensors frommoving outside the
monitored zone. Rather, the boundaries define an area of
interest, and sensors do not necessarily always stay inside the
monitored zone after performing the self-deployment algo-
rithms. However, the sensing coverage outside the moni-
tored zone is wasted since we are not interested. Therefore in
the proposed algorithm, we aim to reduce such wasted cov-
erage and increase the effective sensing coverage ratio, which
is defined as the percentage of area covered by at least one
sensor in the boundedmonitoring region. Belowwe summa-
rize our environmental assumptions.

(A1) There exists a powerful clusterhead responsible for
performing centralized computations. All sensors
are able to communicate with the clusterhead via
single-hop or multi-hop wireless transmissions.

(A2) Sensors have sector-like sensing shapes and the
binary sensing/detection behavior4, in which an
event is detected (not detected) by a sensor with
complete certainty if this event occurs inside (out-
side) its sensing coverage. Both the homogeneous
and heterogeneous sensors are allowed in our
model. Information of respective sensing distances
and spread angles is provided by all sensors and
made available at the clusterhead for deployment-
related computations.

(A3) We adopt the discrete coordinate system, in which
themonitoring area (sensing field) is represented by a
2D grid network. Locations and orientations of all
sensors are obtained via the pre-deployed RFID
(Radio-Frequency IDentification) platform or some
existing localization technique combined with com-
pass system, and constantly updated to the cluster-
head. Neighboring nodes under the adopted
coordinate system are defined as sensors within the
sensing range (rs), which is normally much smaller
than the radio communication distance (rc). Although
the sensing behavior is directional, we have the omni-
directional communication model in our network.
Without loss of generality, we assume that rc > 2rs
in our model. According to the derivations in [20],
[33], if the radio communication range (rc) is at least
twice the sensing radius (rs), complete coverage of a
convex area implies connectivity among the working
set of sensor nodes.5 Consequently, in this work, we
only deal with the sensing coverage, and network
connectivity follows accordingly.

4 ENHANCED DEPLOYMENT ALGORITHM (I)

This enhanced deployment algorithm combines virtual forces
(VF) and a novel concept of virtual boundary torques to guide

sensors movements and rotations respectively. In EDA-I, we
propose to create virtual omnidirectional sensors that simu-
late the actual directional sensors. By mapping distinct com-
binations of sensing distance and spread angle in directional
sensors to dissimilar values of sensing radius in the created
virtual omnidirectional sensors, we reduce the originally
two-parameter deployment function into a single-parameter
operation. Consequently, simple yet effective algorithms can
be devised for deploying heterogeneous directional sensors.
Two ways of obtaining the corresponding virtual omnidirec-
tional sensors are presented in Section 4.1. Then Section 4.2
details how virtual forces are applied to those virtual sensors
for increasing sensing region covered by the actual sensors,
along with derivation of suitable threshold for selecting
incircles or excircles based on sensor population and fan
parameters. In Section 4.3, we introduce a novel concept of
virtual boundary torques and illustrate how to exert bound-
ary torques for instructing sensors rotations. Section 4.4 sum-
marizes the EDA-Imechanism.

4.1 Creating Virtual Omnidirectional Sensors

To approximate a sector (fan), we obtain the inscribed circle
(internally tangent circle) or the circumscribed circle, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. For a directional sensor si located at (xi,
yi) with sensing distance ri and spread angle di, the obtained
inscribed circle (abbreviated as incircle) indicates the sensing
region of the corresponding virtual omnidirectional sensor

sini located at (xin
i , y

in
i ) with sensing radius rini . Through

simple geometric calculations, we have ðxin
i ; yini Þ ¼ ðxi þ

ðri � rini Þ cos ui; yi þ ðri � rini Þ sin uiÞ, where rini ¼ ri sin ðdi2 Þ
1þ sin ðdi2 Þ

.

Likewise, the obtained circumscribed circle (shortened as
excircle) renders the sensing region of the corresponding vir-
tual omnidirectional sensor sexi located at (xex

i , yexi ) having
sensing radius rexi . Based on similar geometric computa-
tions, we have ðxex

i ; yexi Þ ¼ ðxi þ rexi cos ui; yi þ rexi sin uiÞ,
where rexi ¼ ri

2 cos ðdi2 Þ
. As a result, we construct a virtual sensors

set {s
0
1, s

0
2, . . . , s

0
k} for the original sensors set {s1, s2, . . . , sk},

given k sensors available for our deployment.6 Based
on whether incircles or excircles are created, the virtual

sensors set {s
0
1, s

0
2, . . . , s

0
k} can be made {sin1 , s

in
2 , . . . , s

in
k } or

Fig. 2. Obtaining (a) the inscribed circle and (b) the circumscribed circle
of a fan-shaped sensor.

4. Although probabilistic sensing models better approach a real sen-
sors system, in our current work, we adopt the binary sensing model in
order not to complicate the proposed coverage algorithms.

5. For rotatable directional sensors, the sensing range (coverage) is
omnidirectional by rotating viewing angles in all directions. As a result,
the derivations developed in [20], [33] can still be utilized to ensure net-
work connectivity as long as the requirement rc > 2rs holds.

6. Creating virtual sensors conveniently reduces a two-parameter
deployment function into a single-parameter operation, which greatly
facilitates the virtual forces calculation presented later in Section 4.2, at
the cost of sensing area inaccuracies (gaps), which can be nicely com-
pensated by applying proper attractive/repulsive forces on virtual
sensors.
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{sex1 , sex2 , . . . , sexk }. Our virtual forces calculations operate on
the virtual sensors set directly. Next we describe the designs
and actions of virtual forces.

4.2 Applying Virtual Forces

The concept of virtual forces is inspired by the combined
idea of potential field and disk packing theory [15], [19].
Each sensor behaves as a source giving a force to others. This
force can be either positive (attractive) or negative (repul-
sive). If two sensors are too close, they exert repulsive forces
to separate each other, otherwise they exert attractive forces
to draw each other. We quantify the definition of “closeness”
by using the distance threshold dijth for any two sensors si
and sj with respective sensing radius ri and rj. On the other
hand, define parameters wa and wr as the weight measure-
ments associatedwith the attractive and repulsive forces sep-

arately. The designs of dijth and weight constants (wa, wr) are
critical for the deployment efficacy. Here we adopt the
parameter design guidelines provided in our previous publi-
cations [17], [18].7 According to our derivations, the distance
threshold should be set on a node-pair basis, and thus

dijth ¼ aðri þ rjÞ, where 0 < a � 1 (in our simulations, we set

a ¼ 0:86). For the weight constants, we proved that good
choices for wa and wr greatly depend on sensor population
and monitored area dimensions, while independent of sens-
ing radius. Thus, given k omnidirectional sensors to be
deployed in an m� n monitoring area, the settings should

be wa ¼ 1
k and wr ¼ k

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2 þ n2

p
. Following the aforemen-

tioned parameter settings, we then apply the virtual forces
algorithm on those virtual omnidirectional sensors created
in Section 4.1. Depending on whether incircles or excircles

are obtained, the created virtual sensors set {s
0
1, s

0
2, . . . , s

0
k}

can be {sin1 , s
in
2 , . . . , s

in
k } or {s

ex
1 , sex2 , . . . , sexk }.

4.2.1 Derivation of Suitable Threshold for Creating

Incircles or Excircles

We observe that by using incircles, more overlappings are
produced among the actual sensors (after applying virtual
forces calculations). On the flip side, excircles allow more
spacings between sensors. This motivates us to devise an
adaptive deployment algorithm that adapts to actual sensor
population. When the available sensors are sufficient to
fully cover the area, we prefer overlappings between sen-
sors to reduce surveillance holes. In contrast, when sensors
are insufficient, more spacings may be beneficial. Given the
monitoring area of size A ¼ m� n, and the total area cov-

ered by all fan sensors Af ¼ Pk
i¼1 pr

2
i ð di2pÞ, define a factor

ea ¼ Af

A , which indicates the maximal possible coverage ratio.

Intuitively, the case of having sufficient sensors to fully
cover the area occurs when ea � 1, as shown in Fig. 3(left).
However, virtual forces will bring incircles even closer, as
illustrated in Fig. 3(right), hence more sensors are required
to realize the sufficient condition. For sensor si, let Afi and

Aci denote the areas of the fan-shaped sensor and

corresponding incircle respectively, where Afi ¼ pr2i ð di2pÞ
and Aci ¼ pr2i

sin 2di
2

ð1þ sin
di
2 Þ2

. Define gfi
¼ Afi

�Aci
Afi

to indicate the

ratio of non-incircle area inside the fan with respect to the
sector area. We can approximate the average non-incircle

area ratio gf ¼
Pk

i¼1
gfi

k . Suppose the incircles perfectly cover

the monitoring region, we require Af � gf �Af � A. Thus

the sufficient condition occurs when
Af

A � 1
1�gf

, or equiva-

lently ea � 1
1�gf

. Consequently, a suitable threshold for select-

ing incircles or excircles can be made by averaging8 the two

sufficient conditions to obtain ea � 2�gf
2ð1�gf Þ. Define gthre as

2�gf
2ð1�gf Þ. We propose to create incircles when ea � gthre, and

use excircles otherwise.9

4.3 New Concept of Virtual Boundary Torques (VBT)

After re-positioning sensors, we observe that the sensing
coverage can be further enhanced by swiveling sensors to
face toward boundaries.10 While the use of virtual forces
can guide sensors to move, it is incapable of manipulating
sensors viewing (facing) angles. Therefore, in this section,
we introduce a novel concept of virtual torques that are
given by the boundaries to guide sensors rotations.

A torque11 for sensor si is basically the amount of rotat-
ing angle centered at location (xi, yi). The rotating angle can
be counterclockwise or clockwise. In this paper, we define
the counterclockwise rotation as positive (þ) and clockwise
negative (�). Virtual boundary torques are virtual torques
received by a sensor from the boundaries. When there is

Fig. 3. Illustration of sufficient conditions when ea � 1 (left) and whenea � 1
1�gf

(right).

7. The results suggest that parameters dijth, wa and wr play important
roles in determining the achievable coverage ratios, while the overlap-
ping factor a has relatively insignificant impact on coverage perfor-
mance. More details can be found in [17], [18].

8. Since the incircles cannot perfectly cover the monitoring area, we
propose to use a less strict threshold by averaging the two sufficient
conditions. From our experiments, an averaged threshold does produce
better coverage performance than using the larger (higher) or the
smaller (lower) threshold of the two conditions.

9. Preliminary developments of a self-deployment protocol, called
OPT, combining virtual forces and a novel concept of boundary tor-
ques, can be found in our previous publication [25]. In this paper,
EDA-I is an improved version of OPT for better sensing coverage
achievements in a bounded monitoring area. The main operational dif-
ference between OPT and EDA-I lies in the criterion (ea) for selecting
incircles or excircles. Specifically, OPT simply sets the threshold
gthre ¼ 1, while EDA-I proposes a more sophisticated threshold to be

used by setting gthre ¼ 2�gf
2ð1�gf Þ as derived here.

10. With sensors facing outwards (toward boundaries), events aris-
ing inside the bounded region can still be successfully detected as long
as the corresponding locations are covered by the visual (directional)
sensors.

11. A torque is a force multiplied by distance (in an angular direc-
tion). Here we quantify the torque by the amount of rotating angle.
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only one boundary, the virtual torque is given such that a
sensor can alter its viewing direction toward the boundary.
In our coordinate system, illustrated in Fig. 4, there are two
types of Y boundaries, including x ¼ 0 and x ¼ n, and two
kinds of X boundaries, containing y ¼ 0 and y ¼ m. Below
we discuss how to model the virtual boundary torques
under the four conditions.

Define the virtual boundary torque given to sensor si as

T
!

ib. When we consider the boundary of x ¼ 0, as shown in

Fig. 4a, the virtual boundary torque T
!

ib for sensor si with
viewing angle ui no greater than p can be obtained as
þðp� uiÞ, which directs si to revolve counterclockwise for
ðp� uiÞ degrees. On the other hand, for sensor sj with view-

ing angle uj greater than p, the virtual boundary torque T
!

jb

can be computed as �ðuj � pÞ, indicating sj should rotate
clockwise for ðuj � pÞ degrees. The purpose of separating
the two cases is to limit each rotation angle within p (half
circle), so that rotations energy can be reasonably con-
served. Similar design principles are applied to other
boundary conditions. For the boundary of x ¼ n, two cases
are considered, while three cases should be modeled sepa-
rately for both X boundaries (y ¼ 0 and y ¼ m)12. Below we
summarize all cases for computing the virtual boundary

torques T
!

ib, where b stands for “boundary”.
For sensor si having the boundary of x ¼ 0 (y axis), as

shown in Fig. 4a, we have

T
!

ib ¼
þðp� uiÞ if 0 � ui � p

�ðui � pÞ otherwise

� �
: (1)

For sensor si having the boundary of x ¼ n, as shown in

Fig. 4b, the virtual boundary torque T
!

ib is modeled as

T
!

ib ¼
�ðuiÞ if 0 � ui � p

þð2p� uiÞ otherwise

� �
: (2)

For sensor si having the boundary of y ¼ m, as shown in
Fig. 4c, we have virtual boundary torque

T
!

ib ¼
þðp2 � uiÞ if 0 � ui � p

2

�ðui � p
2Þ if p

2 < ui � 3p
2

þð5p2 � uiÞ otherwise

8><
>:

9>=
>;: (3)

For sensor si having the boundary of y ¼ 0 (x axis), as shown

in Fig. 4d, we obtain the virtual boundary torque T
!

ib as

T
!

ib ¼
�ðui þ p

2Þ if 0 � ui � p
2

þð3p2 � uiÞ if p
2 < ui � 3p

2

�ðui � 3p
2 Þ otherwise

8><
>:

9>=
>;: (4)

Next, we extend the concept to consider virtual torques
from multiple boundaries. In a 2D rectangular region, we
define the virtual boundary torque imposed on a sensor as a
combined torque from the nearest X boundary and nearest Y
boundary. Depending on the coordinate of sensor si, our Q
function first determineswhich quadrant si resides in, where

Qðxi; yiÞ ¼

I if xi � n
2&&yi > m

2

II if xi > n
2&&yi > m

2

III if xi � n
2&&yi � m

2

IV if xi > n
2&&yi � m

2

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;: (5)

As illustrated in Fig. 5a, for sensors located in quadrant I,
the boundaries of x ¼ 0 and y ¼ m need be considered. Simi-
larly, for sensors falling in quadrants II, III, and IV, one near-
est X boundary and one nearest Y boundary are considered
to produce a combined virtual boundary torque. Take sensor
si in Fig. 5a for example, denote the virtual torque from X

boundary as T
!x

ib and torque from Y boundary as T
!y

ib, the
resultant virtual boundary torque exerted on si is a

combined torque of T
!x

ib and T
!y

ib. Instead of combining the
two torques with equal importance, we define a weight

parameter b ¼ dx
ib

d
y
ib

, where dxib and dyib denote the euclidean

distances between si and the nearest X and Y boundaries
respectively. The weight parameter b is then used to give the
closer boundarymore impact on the resultant torque compu-

tation by defining T
!

ib ¼ T
!x

ibþbT
!y

ib
1þb

. Once the resultant virtual

torques are obtained, sensors perform virtual rotations, as
illustrated in Fig. 5b. Some of the sensors in this figure may

Fig. 4. Computations of virtual boundary torques for boundaries
along (a) y axis, (b) x ¼ n, (c) y ¼ m, and (d) x axis, respectively in a
2D bounded monitoring area.

Fig. 5. Illustration of (a) resultant virtual boundary torques and (b) virtual
rotations applied to respective sensor node.

12. The Y boundaries only have two cases in regards with the orien-
tation to the horizontal line (y ¼ yi) in determining the viewing angles,
to limit each rotation degree (value) within a half circle (p). On the other
hand, the X boundaries have three cases because of the wider possibil-
ity of the viewing angles toward the X boundaries, aiming to keep the
rotation degree a positive value.
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seem to render wasted coverage outside the boundaries after
rotations. Nevertheless, in our EDA-I, an iteration actually
includes both the exertions of virtual forces and virtual
boundary torques. Therefore, those sensors have good
chance to bemoved inward in the subsequent iterations.

4.4 EDA-I Summary

Algorithm 1 provides the pseudocode for EDA-I deploy-
ment mechanism. The algorithm terminates when either the
required sensing coverage threshold (cth) or the maximum
allowable number of iterations (Maxloops) is reached.13

Note that the forces calculations operate on virtual sensors,
while boundary torques computations work on actual sen-
sors. Both virtual movements and rotations exert on actual
sensors. In the end of each loop (iteration), every sensor per-
forms virtual movement and rotation without physically
moving and rotating themselves. Physical movements and
rotations are conducted once the deployment calculation
process terminates.

Algorithm 1. Enhanced Deployment Algorithm (I)

1: create corresponding virtual omnidirectional sensors
{s

0
1; s

0
2; . . . ; s

0
k} for all directional sensors {s1; s2; . . . ; sk}

by the following rule;
2: if ~a � gthre then
3: obtain virtual omnidirectional sensors {s

0
1; s

0
2; . . . ; s

0
k} as

{sin1 ; sin2 ; . . . ; s
in
k }; // incircles

4: else
5: obtain virtual omnidirectional sensors {s

0
1; s

0
2; . . . ; s

0
k} as

{sex1 ; sex2 ; . . . ; sexk }; // excircles

6: set loops ¼ 0;
7: set cnow ¼ cinit; // initial coverage ratio
8: while (loops < Maxloops) && (cnow < cth) do
9: for each virtual sensor s

0
i 2 {s

0
1; s

0
2; . . . ; s

0
k} do

10: compute F
!0

i=
Pk

j 6¼i;j¼1 F
!0

ij þ F
!0

ib;
11: perform virtual movements on all sensors;
12: for each actual sensor si 2 {s1; s2; . . . ; sk} do
13: compute virtual boundary torque T

!
ib;

14: perform virtual rotations on all sensors;
15: update coverage ratio cnow;
16: set loops ¼ loopsþ 1;

5 ENHANCED DEPLOYMENT ALGORITHM (II)

In this section, we propose another deployment algorithm,
EDA-II, to enhance the sensing coverage by applying Voro-
noi diagram instructed movements and boundary torques
guided rotations on directional sensors. We provide prepa-
ratory background of the Voronoi diagram data structure
and introduce a simple yet efficient technique to compute a
Voronoi diagram for a given discrete set of point sites in
Section 5.1. Then Section 5.2 details how to perform sensors
movements directed by the constructed Voronoi diagram,
while Section 5.3 presents how VBT (virtual boundary
torques) technique should be adapted to employ appropri-
ate rotations on directional sensors. We wrap up the EDA-II
mechanism in Section 5.4.

5.1 Voronoi Diagram Preliminaries

For any directional sensor si located at (xi, yi) with sensing
distance ri and spread angle di, EDA-II approximates the

sensing sector (fan) by creating a virtual sensor s
0
i located at

the centroid point (x
0
i, y

0
i) of the fan, where ðx0

i; y
0
iÞ ¼

ðxi þ 2
3 ri

sin
di
2

di
2

cos ui; yi þ 2
3 ri

sin
di
2

di
2

sin uiÞ. Let created virtual

sensors represent corresponding Voronoi point sites. Voro-
noi diagrams are a fundamental data structure in computa-
tional geometry, which is involved with solving geometrical
problems. Given a discrete set of point sites, a Voronoi dia-
gram divides the plane into regions, called Voronoi cells or
polygons, each associated with a site. The Voronoi cell of a

site s
0
i contains the set of points in the plane for which s

0
i is

the closest site among all the sites. One direct application of
a Voronoi diagram is the nearest query problem. A compre-
hensive survey of Voronoi diagrams and related structures,
with particular emphasis on the unified exposition of their
mathematical and computational properties can be found in
[9]. Fig. 6 illustrates the Voronoi diagrams for given 5, 30,
and 50 sites (virtual sensors) respectively.

To construct a Voronoi diagram, we adopt the sweepline
algorithm proposed in [12], which runs in Oðk log kÞ worst-
case computation time for k given point sites. As shown in
Fig. 7 (upper left), the algorithm views each site (virtual sen-
sor) as the focus of a parabola and utilizes a sweepline L to
act as a moving directrix. While the horizontal line L (direc-
trix) sweeps downward across the plane, the parabolas cor-
responding to traversed sites grow accordingly. By
recording the trace of parabola intersections, a Voronoi
edge can be generated. To observe this, suppose two sites
(Fa and Fb) are given, below we prove that the trace of
parabola intersections forms a Voronoi edge for the two
sites after performing the sweepline algorithm.

Fig. 6. Display of constructed Voronoi diagrams for 5, 30, and 50 point
sites, respectively.

13. If later the coverage ratio goes below a certain threshold due to
faulty sensors, EDA-I will be invoked to perform a global
redeployment.
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Lemma 1. Given two sites, Fa and Fb, the trace of parabola inter-
sections created by the sweepline algorithm forms a perpendicu-

lar bisector of line segment FaFb.

Proof. Suppose I is the parabola intersection with directrix

L, whereas I
0
is the parabola intersection when the swee-

pline moves to the location of directrix L
0
, as shown in

Fig. 7a. Since I resides on both parabolas ba and bb, by defi-

nition, we have jIFaj ¼ dðI; LÞ and jIFbj ¼ dðI; LÞ, where
dðI; LÞ indicates the perpendicular distance from point I to

line L. That is, jIFaj ¼ jIFbj. Similarly, we have jI 0Faj ¼
jI 0Fbj. In other words, as the sweepline (moving directrix)
scans downward, any point on the trace of parabola inter-
sections keeps equal distance from site Fa to that from site
Fb. Consequently, the trace of parabola intersections forms

a perpendicular bisector of line segmentFaFb. tu
Lemma 2. A perpendicular bisector of line segment FaFb parti-

tions the plane into two regions, Ra (containing site Fa) and
Rb (containing site Fb), such that any point in Ra is closer to
site Fa than to site Fb, and vice versa.

Proof. Suppose X is a point in Ra and P is the projection of

X on the extended line of FaFb, as shown in Fig. 7b. Two

cases are considered. If P is outside of line segment FaFb,

then jFaP j < jFbP j, which implies jXFaj < jXFbj accord-
ing to the Pythagorean theorem. On the other hand, if P

is located on line segment FaFb, then jFaP j < jFbP j since
P is guaranteed to reside on the left of the perpendicular
bisector, as plotted in Fig. 7b (lower), leading to

jXFaj < jXFbj. As a result, any point in Ra is closer to site
Fa than to site Fb. Similarly, any point in Rb is closer to
site Fb than to site Fa. tu

Theorem 1. Given two sites, Fa and Fb, the trace of parabola
intersections created by the sweepline algorithm forms a Voro-
noi edge for sites Fa and Fb.

Proof. By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, the trace of parabola
intersections created by the sweepline algorithm is
exactly a Voronoi edge, which divides the plane into two
Voronoi cells (polygons). tu
Fig. 7c shows the process of constructing a two-site Voro-

noi diagram, while Fig. 8 demonstrates a more complex
example of constructing a Voronoi diagram for five sites.
The sweepline algorithm is an efficient and reasonably sim-
ple technique for computing Voronoi diagrams. Voronoi
diagrams have proven to be a powerful tool in solving
seemingly unrelated computational problems. In EDA-II,
we leverage the constructed Voronoi diagram to guide our
sensors movements.

5.2 Voronoi Diagram Directed Movements

For each Voronoi cell (polygon), EDA-II examines whether
the corresponding sensing fan covers all Voronoi vertices
surrounding the polygon. If not all vertices are covered, the
corresponding virtual sensor will be moved to the centroid

location of the Voronoi polygon. Otherwise, the sensor loca-
tion remains unchanged.14 Suppose a Voronoi site (virtual

sensor) s
0
i is positioned at (x

0
i, y

0
i) and the centroid location of

corresponding Voronoi polygon is (xci , yci ). Assume the

Voronoi polygon consists of n vertices, denoted as v1i , v
2
i , . . .,

vni , located at (xv1
i
, yv1

i
), (xv2

i
, yv2

i
), . . . , (xvn

i
, yvn

i
) respectively,

as illustrated in Fig. 9. To formulate the EDA-II examination
process, define a boolean function as Eq. (6) which indicates

whether or not the sensing fan covers vertex vhi ,

8h ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, where fh
i is the angle of line siv

h
i

��!
with

respect to the horizontal line of y ¼ yi in counterclockwise
direction, as shown in Fig. 9 (left).

Fig. 7. Basic operations of the sweepline algorithm and process of constructing a two-site Voronoi diagram.

14. By setting a strict condition for not-moving, we intend to raise
the moving probability, so that the fan centroid (virtual sensor) tends to
move toward the corresponding Voronoi cell’s centroid, thus increasing
the covered region.
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Then the new location of sensor si can be determined
as Eq. (7),

where ðx0
i; y

0
iÞ ¼ ðxi þ 2

3 ri
sin

di
2

di
2

cos ui; yi þ 2
3 ri

sin
di
2

di
2

sin uiÞ and

Api ¼ 1
2

Pn�1
h¼0ðxvðhmodnÞþ1

i

y
v
½ðhþ1Þmodn�þ1
i

� x
v
½ðhþ1Þmodn�þ1
i

y
v
ðhmodnÞþ1
i

Þ,
representing the area size of the Voronoi polygon. Fig. 9
(right) displays the result of moving sensor si to the new
location.

5.3 Adapted VBT

In EDA-II, some sensors are likely to be moved outside the
boundary after performing Voronoi diagram directed
movements. To remedy this problem and ensure our VBT
operates correctly, we propose to flip sensors inside before
executing the virtual boundary torques calculations. Specifi-
cally, for sensor si located at (xi, yi) outside of boundary,
EDA-II simply alters its viewing angle for 180 degrees to
face the opposite side centered at the location of virtual

sensor s
0
i, where new ðxi; yiÞ ¼ ð2x0

i � xi; 2y
0
i � yiÞ. Fig. 10

shows the process of flipping an outside sensor inside the
boundary. Once all outside sensors are fixed, the VBT

Fig. 8. Example of constructing a Voronoi diagram for five sites (virtual sensors).

Dðvhi Þ ¼ 1 if jsivhi
��!

j � ri && (ui � di
2 � fh

i � ui þ di
2 k ui � di

2 � fh
i þ 2p � ui þ di

2 )

0 otherwise

( )
: (6)

new ðxi; yiÞ ¼
ðxi; yiÞ if

Yn
h¼1

Dðvhi Þ ¼ 1

ðxi þ xci � x
0
i; yi þ yci � y

0
iÞ if

Yn
h¼1

Dðvhi Þ ¼ 0

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;

(7)

xci ¼
1

6Api

Xn�1

h¼0

ðx
v
ðhmodnÞþ1
i

þ x
v
½ðhþ1Þmodn�þ1
i

Þðx
v
ðhmodnÞþ1
i

y
v
½ðhþ1Þmodn�þ1
i

� x
v
½ðhþ1Þmodn�þ1
i

y
v
ðhmodnÞþ1
i

Þ

yci ¼
1

6Api

Xn�1

h¼0

ðy
v
ðhmodnÞþ1
i

þ y
v
½ðhþ1Þmodn�þ1
i

Þðx
v
ðhmodnÞþ1
i

y
v
½ðhþ1Þmodn�þ1
i

� x
v
½ðhþ1Þmodn�þ1
i

y
v
ðhmodnÞþ1
i

Þ
(8)

Fig. 9. Sensor movement guided by the computed Voronoi diagram.
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procedure as presented in Section 4.3 comes into play for
guiding sensors rotations.

5.4 EDA-II Summary

Algorithm 2 provides the pseudocode for our EDA-II
deployment mechanism. The algorithm terminates when
either the required sensing coverage threshold (cth) or the
maximum allowable number of iterations (Maxloops) is
reached.15 Note that the Voronoi diagram is constructed for
virtual sensors (Voronoi sites), while boundary torques
computations work on actual sensors. Both virtual move-
ments and rotations exert on actual sensors. In the end of
each loop (iteration), every sensor performs virtual move-
ment and rotation without physically moving and rotating
themselves. Physical movements and rotations are con-
ducted once the deployment calculation process terminates.

Algorithm 2. Enhanced Deployment Algorithm (II)

1: create corresponding virtual sensors {s
0
1; s

0
2; . . . ; s

0
k} for all

directional sensors {s1; s2; . . . ; sk} by computing
centroid points of all sensing sectors;

2: set loops ¼ 0;
3: set cnow ¼ cinit; // initial coverage ratio
4: while (loops < Maxloops) && (cnow < cth) do
5: construct a corresponding Voronoi diagram for the

current locations (sites) of all virtual sensors;
6: perform Voronoi diagram directed virtual movements on

all sensors;
7: for each actual sensor si 2 {s1; s2; . . . ; sk} do
8: if (si is located outside boundary) then
9: new ðxi; yiÞ ¼ ð2x0

i � xi; 2y
0
i � yiÞ; // sensor flips

inside boundary
10: compute virtual boundary torque T

!
ib;

11: perform virtual rotations on all sensors;
12: update coverage ratio cnow;
13: set loops ¼ loopsþ 1;

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

6.1 Achievable Coverage Ratio, Energy
Consumption, and Computation Time

We simulate heterogeneous sensors by setting the sensing
radius uniformly distributed in ½45; 72� and spread angle uni-
formly distributed in ½p4 ; p3�16. Abbreviation HRA is used to

indicate the settings for heterogeneous sensors with Hetero-
geneous Sensing Radius and Spread Angle. In addition to
EDA-I and EDA-II, two existing coverage-enhancing algo-
rithms are implemented: Sensing Connected Sub-Graph
(SCSG) [28] and Virtual Centripetal Force (VCF) [37]. The
SCSG approach divides a directional sensing network into
several sensing connected sub-graphs. For each group of sen-
sors (sensing connected sub-graph), a convex hull is con-
structed. Then SCSG basically instructs each sensor on the
convex hull to rotate the sensing direction outward (with
respect to the convex hull). The VCF method is based on the
concept of virtual centripetal forces, which builds grids in the

sensing sector for every sensor and defines the magnitude of
repel forces from neighboring sensors as the measure of over-
lapped grid cells. Then VCF computes the resultant force
(forces composition) to exert on the centroid point of each
sensor’s sensing sector, which guides the direction (clockwise
or counterclockwise) and amount of degrees (rotation mea-
sure) a sensor should employ on its rotation. Since only rota-
tions are performed, the deployment mechanisms proposed
by [28], [37] do not perform well in our simulated environ-
ments. In addition, their mechanisms consider only homoge-
neous directional sensors. Thus, in this section, we augment
the SCSG and VCF mechanisms by incorporating our virtual
forces movement strategy to cooperate with their rotation
methods, entitled VF+SCSG and VF+VCF, and adapt the two
approaches to work for HRA environments. Six deployment
algorithms are implemented: EDA-I, EDA-II, VF+SCSG,
VF+VCF, SCSG, and VCF. All six algorithms useMaxloops ¼
1000 and cth ¼ 0:98 as their termination conditions.

Fig. 11 displays the deployment results produced by the
six mechanisms with 50 and 90 heterogeneous directional
sensors. Our EDA-I and EDA-II are capable of achieving a
higher sensing coverage than the other strategies. Without
movements, SCSG and VCF are not effective in enhancing
coverage ratio by rotating sensors at fixed locations. When
k ¼ 50, the SCSG approach even brings the coverage ratio
lower than that of the initial deployment, due to an unneces-
sary sensing hole (void) caused by forcing sensors to face
outward at fixed positions. Also adopting the SCSG rotation
strategy, VF+SCSG, on the other hand, improves the sensing
coverage noticeably as a result of incorporating the VF
movement mechanism. By wisely combining the two
actions (movements and rotations) in the deployment func-
tion, EDA-I effectively improves the sensing coverage ratio
by 37 percent (when k ¼ 50) and 40 percent (when k ¼ 90),
while EDA-II enhances the sensing performance by 44 per-
cent for both cases.

In Fig. 12, we observe the obtained coverage ratio and
energy consumption required by respective deployment
strategy.17 The energy consumed by EDA-I, EDA-II,
VF+SCSG, and VF+VCF, includes both the physical moving
and rotating energy, while SCSG and VCF only consume

Fig. 10. Sensors outside the boundary caused by performing Voronoi
diagram directed movements should flip inside before VBT is applied.

15. If later the coverage ratio goes below a certain threshold due to
faulty sensors, EDA-II will be invoked to perform a global
redeployment.

16. Here, we adopt the standard settings for commodity camera sen-
sors in our simulations to better approach realistic scenarios [1], [2], [7].

17. To address the statistical uncertainties, each data value in our
simulation figures has been obtained from an average of 20 experi-
ments with a 95 percent confidence level. Theoretically the maximum

(optimal) coverage ratio is set as
Af

A , where A denotes the monitored

area size and Af ¼ Pk
i¼1 pr

2
i ð di2pÞ.
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physical rotating energy. To model the energy, we do real
experiments on the sensor robot used in our prototyping
testbed18 with grid size equal to 1 cm. The robot assembles
six 1:2 V 2000 mAh rechargeable NiMH batteries with mea-
sured 200 � 290 mA moving current and average moving
speed at 0:06 m/sec. Consequently, the average moving
energy consumption per grid (unit distance) can be esti-

mated at 0:29� 7:2� ð0:010:06Þ ¼ 0:348 Joule. On the other hand,

280� 310 mA rotating current and average rotating speed
at 96 degree/sec are measured on the same robot device.
Thus energy consumption per degree can be estimated at

0:31� 7:2� ð 1
96Þ ¼ 0:02325 Joule. As shown in Fig. 12, since

EDA-I and EDA-II have the adaptiveness to sensor popu-
lation, higher sensing coverage can always be achieved
no matter how many sensors are available for deploy-
ment. One interesting result exhibited in this figure is
that EDA mechanisms do not consume the most energy
among all strategies, despite having the best sensing cov-
erage. In most cases, EDA-II achieves a higher sensing
ratio than EDA-I at the expense of more consumed
energy. This phenomenon reveals that the Voronoi dia-
gram directed movements adopted by EDA-II are more
effective in dispersing sensors to proper monitoring posi-
tions. For virtual forces movements utilized by EDA-I,
certain imprecisions are likely to occur during the pro-
cesses of creating virtual omnidirectional sensors and vir-
tual forces calculations. Nonetheless, we demonstrate that
our EDA deployment mechanisms can be coverage-effec-
tive with moderate consumed energy.

We also investigate the computation time and executed
algorithm loops against different required coverage
thresholds under respective deployment strategies in
Fig. 13. We simulate 70 directional sensors with HRA set-
tings randomly distributed in a 300� 300 monitoring area,
and vary cth (required coverage threshold) from 0:5 up to

0:9 to observe the used computation time and number of
iterations executed by respective strategies. The computa-
tion time is measured by running a computer with AMD
Athlon64x2 3800+ dual-core processor (at 2 GHz clock
rate) and g++ compiler (version 4.3.2) installed on a Linux
2.6.27.5-117 kernel platform as our clusterhead for deploy-
ment algorithm computations. As shown in Fig. 13, when
cth ¼ 0:5, EDA-I spends the least amount of time, given
that only one loop is necessary for all four strategies to
achieve the required coverage ratio. However, as cth
increases, the number of executed loops demanded by
EDA-I grows faster than EDA-II and even VF+SCSG or VF
+VCF in some cases, leading to extended total computa-
tion time consumed by EDA-I. In all cases other than
cth ¼ 0:5, our EDA-II consumes the least amount of compu-
tation time. For achievable sensing coverage within
Maxloops iterations, we observe that VF+VCF fails to pro-
duce meaningful deployment when cth > 0:8, whereas
EDA-I and VF+SCSG are incapable of deploying sensors
when cth > 0:85. For required coverage threshold
beyond 0.85, only EDA-II can survive to produce useful

Fig. 11. Sensors distribution status after applying EDA-II, EDA-I, VF+SCSG, VF+VCF, SCSG, and VCF deployment strategies in a 300� 300 area
with HRA settings for 50 (upper) and 90 (lower) sensor nodes, respectively.

Fig. 12. Coverage ratios attained and energy consumed by EDA-II,
EDA-I, VF+SCSG, VF+VCF, SCSG, and VCF mechanisms under vari-
ous numbers of sensor nodes in a monitored 300� 300 area with HRA
settings.

18. The mobile sensor used in our testbed is a moving robot (LEGO
MINDSTORMS NXT 9797 [4]) carrying a single-board computer (Cross-
bow Stargate [3]) for computation, a sensor-equipped mote (Crossbow
MICAz [6]) for communication, and a webcam (directional visual sens-
ing) device (Logitech QuickCam Pro 4000 [5]).
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deployment result. From this figure, EDA-II further dem-
onstrates its potential to sustain the highest sensing cover-
age requirement under reasonable computation time.

6.2 Comparison of Distributed Deployment
Algorithms Leveraging Both Movements and
Rotations

While EDA-II only allows centralized calculations, our
EDA-I has the flexibility of being adapted into a distributed
deployment algorithm without requiring global information
to translocate sensors. In this section, we adapt the EDA-I
mechanism to operate in a distributed manner by collecting
locations info from 2-hop neighbors (rather than global
info of all sensors locations) for computing virtual forces.
Two existing distributed deployment algorithms that also
employ both movements and rotations are implemented for
comparison purposes: Mobility-Assisted Mobility (MAM)
[14] and Distributed Voronoi-based Self-redeployment
Algorithm (DVSA) [27] as reviewed in Section 2. Unlike our
EDA-I that performs movements before rotations in each
iteration, the MAM approach exercises sensors movements
after sensors rotations in a cascaded manner. For DVSA, this
approach guides sensors to new locations and new sensing
directions by utilizing the features of constructed Voronoi
polygons/cells without global information. We use the
same environmental settings from Section 6.1 by configur-
ing the sensing radius uniformly distributed in ½45; 72� and
spread angle uniformly distributed in ½p4 ; p3� in a bounded

300� 300 monitoring area. In addition to a random (evenly-
placed) sensors initial configuration, we also generate
another corner (unevenly-placed) initial configuration. In a
monitoring environment where network administrators
have little control over the exact sensors deployment, ini-
tially concentrated placement of sensor nodes in a corner
can serve as a convenient and practical way of starting node
configurations.

Fig. 14 illustrates the deployment results achieved by the
three mechanisms with 50 and 90 heterogeneous directional
sensors under random and corner initial configurations
respectively. From this figure, we observe that the coverage
performance of DVSA is limited, especially under the corner
initial configuration. The reason attributes to only local info
is available for DVSA to construct Voronoi polygons/cells,
thus causing most sensors in densely-populated regions

unable to move outside their own polygons/cells. Conse-
quently, we figure that Voronoi-based approaches (like our
EDA-II) do require sufficient global info to construct an ade-
quate Voronoi diagram for distributing sensors. For the
MAM approach, the obtained coverage ratios are higher
than DVSA but lower than EDA-I under both initial config-
urations. Though MAM reaches comparatively good cover-
age performance as our EDA-I under the random initial
configuration, the energy consumed by MAM is signifi-
cantly higher than EDA-I does (as to be observed in our fol-
lowing set of experiments). Since MAM performs rotations
before movements, causing most sensors to have either ver-
tical or horizontal working directions (sensing angles)
under the corner initial configuration even after running the
window-scanning process for movements, the coverage per-
formance of MAM reaches noticeably lower ratios than
EDA-I in Fig. 14b. Therefore, we infer that, to effectively
improve the coverage ratio, sensors rotating actions (sens-
ing angle adjustments) should be invoked after proper
movements have been performed as our EDA-I mechanism
does. Our EDA-I reaches the highest coverage ratio under
both initial configurations. Interestingly, the distributed ver-
sion of EDA-I achieves comparably good coverage perfor-
mance to (even slightly better than) its centralized
counterpart (74.55 versus 74.46 percent for k ¼ 50 and
94.65 versus 94.49 percent for k ¼ 90 under the same ran-
dom initial configuration). This phenomenon implies that

Fig. 13. Comparison of consumed computation time and number of
executed loops carried out by respective deployment strategies under
certain required coverage thresholds in a 300� 300 area (k ¼ 70 with
HRA settings).

Fig. 14. Sensors distribution status after applying EDA-I, MAM, and
DVSA deployment strategies, respectively, in a 300� 300 area with HRA
settings for 50 (upper) and 90 (lower) sensor nodes under (a) random
initial configuration and (b) corner initial configuration.
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locations info from far-away sensors (beyond 2-hop distan-
ces) is not absolutely necessary for computing proper vir-
tual forces in our EDA-I operations. With only critical
locations from the neighborhood, the virtual forces calcula-
tions employed by EDA-I are able to disregard unnecessary
attractive forces imposed by far-away sensors, leading to
even better coverage performance.

Next, we vary the sensors populations (densities) ranging
from 30 (sparse) to 90 (dense) to observe the achieved cover-
age ratio and consumed energy under three deployment
strategies, as shown in Fig. 15. Estimated energy includes the
physical movements, rotations, and communication energy19

consumed throughout the deployment process. This figure
indicates that the DVSA approach consumes the least energy
but achieves the lowest coverage ratios in all cases, due to its
inability of computing a proper Voronoi diagram with only
local info available. On the other hand,MAM reaches compa-
rably high coverage ratios to our EDA-I under the random

initial configuration, while consuming significantly greater
amount of energy (more than twice for k � 60) than the
EDA-I approach. This phenomenon reveals the energy-
demanding feature of the MAM window-scanning process
that often results in many sensors moving far distances. In
contrast, our EDA-I enjoys high coverage ratios while con-
suming moderate energy resource, due to its capacity of
keeping sensors from traveling long distances throughout
the deployment process. As a result, the EDA-I deployment
strategy proves to be both coverage-effective and energy-
conserving.

Finally, Fig. 16 summarizes the aggregate execution time
and consumed energy against different required coverage
thresholds (cth) under respective deployment strategies
from a random initial configuration with 80 directional sen-
sors. Estimated execution time considers the communica-
tion and computation time consumed throughout the
deployment process. In our experiments, we set an accept-
able execution time to be within 100 seconds. Since DVSA
and MAM employ one-time (within one iteration) decisions
on sensors locations and rotations, the consumed execution
time and energy remain the same for all cth values. On the
other hand, our EDA-I is adaptable to required coverage
thresholds. As the cth requirement grows, EDA-I produces
corresponding deployment results with coverage ratios just
above the cth requirements while consuming moderate
energy under acceptable execution time. Fig. 16 displays
that the DVSA approach can sustain the required coverage
thresholds up to cth ¼ 0:7, while MAM sustains the cover-
age requirements up to cth ¼ 0:85. Moreover, the results
suggest that MAM approach is not only energy-demanding
(as explained in Fig. 15) but also time-consuming mainly
due to its priority scheme (employed in the window-scan-
ning process for sensors movements), which enforces sen-
sors to perform deployment calculations one-by-one,
greatly extending the aggregate execution time required by
MAM. Consequently, MAM demands relatively higher
amount of execution time compared to the other two
approaches. In our experiments, for MAM to sustain
beyond cth ¼ 0:9, five to six deployment iterations are
needed (algorithmic details can be found in [14]), which
prolongs the execution time to be over 300 seconds (beyond
our acceptable 100-second time limit). Consequently, our

Fig. 15. Coverage ratios attained and energy consumed by EDA-I, MAM,
and DVSA mechanisms under various numbers of sensor nodes in a
monitored 300� 300 area with (a) random initial configuration and
(b) corner initial configuration.

Fig. 16. Comparison of required execution time and energy consumption
carried out by respective deployment strategies under certain required
coverage thresholds in a 300� 300 area (k ¼ 80 with HRA settings) for a
random initial configuration.

19. Here we adopt the moving and rotating energy models from
Section 6.1. For the communication energy, we follow the energy model
of the communication board Crossbow MICAz (as documented in [6])
used in our prototype. From our experiments, the consumed communi-
cation energy (aggregate tx/rcv/idle energy) is relatively insignificant
compared to both moving and rotating energy, and not shown in our
figures.
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EDA-I is the only approach that survives cth ¼ 0:9 under the
100-second time constraint. The results validate that the
EDA-I deployment strategy is capable of satisfying desired
coverage thresholds while consuming moderate energy
under a system-acceptable execution time requirement.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose effective self-deployment algo-
rithms, EDA-I and EDA-II, for heterogeneous directional
mobile sensors. Our results demonstrate that by judiciously
guiding sensors movements and rotations, the critical sens-
ing coverage ratio can be enhanced without incurring signif-
icant energy and computation cost.20
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